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1.  

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 The debate 

Cooperation is not rare among living creatures in the world. Social interactions in groups of 

animals, especially insects, such as bees, ants and termites, are crucial. The hierarchical 

system in these groups is strict and well-defined and has suggested to scientists that this 

must have implications, also in terms of evolution. A specific strategy adopted by a group 

can lead to differential survival and reproductive rates, that another strategy may not 

guarantee. We already have plenty of studies about interactions of this kind among 

individuals of the same species being part of the same group and some of them are well-

known because they’ve been accurately described. Nevertheless, the evolutionary 

explanation of most of them is still lively debated, thus allowing for the analysis of “why this 

is how it is” and of the possible meanings and interpretations from different points of view. 

The point is: do we consider evolution by natural selection for some characters a group-level 

process? Or do we have to conceive the evolution of these characters a phenomenon 

concerning the single individual? The debate is still on. Some evolutionary biologists totally 

support the concept of group selection (Sober and Wilson), some others in turn completely 

disagree (Maynard Smith and Williams).  

1.2 Historical overview 

It has become popular as “the group selection controversy” (Okasha, 2006) and, regardless 

of any of the major standpoint in the debate itself, the concept of group selection drew 

attention on other fundamental ideas such as selfish gene, inclusive fitness, evolutionarily 

stable strategies, and multi-level-selection from which consequent arguments have 

developed. Considering all levels of selection, group selection has built its own distinctive 

debate over the others. The concept of group selection first originated from Darwin’s 

observations, since he was particularly interested in the sterility of workers in social insects. 

This condition was at odds with the individual selection theory, based on evolution of the 

organisms that showed differential survival and reproductive rates at the individual level. 

Darwin suggested that the issue was strictly related to the colony organization. Moreover, 

he realized that the competition between colonies could have possibly encouraged the 

evolution of those traits which increase colony fitness, even though they are 

disadvantageous for the single individual. Subsequently, Darwin applied this reasoning also 

to hominids, explaining altruism and sacrifice for the common good. The founders of Neo-

Darwinism expressed different opinions on the topic: in 1930, Fisher concluded that 

individual selection predominates because the turnover rate of individuals is faster than that 

of groups; two years later, Haldane created a model to demonstrate that “socially valuable 

but individually disadvantageous characters” (Okasha, 2006) could evolve exclusively under 

special conditions; and, in 1931, Wright theorised the “shifting balance” (Okasha, 2006), 

whereby the fittest demes migrate to spread the best genes to the remaining part of the 

species (the problem of altruism has not been really confronted). Fisher and Haldane both 

remarked that traits which favour the individuals by individual selection, might be deleterious 
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for the group or the species to which they belong. Nevertheless, other biologists insisted on 

exemplifying group benefits, such as the adaptive significance of animal fights or the idea 

that animal groups can be conceived as superorganisms. But so far, none had supported 

the group selection by postulating a process. Finally, in 1962, Wynne-Edwards posited a 

mechanism to explain it. In short, he asserted that “widespread patterns of social, sexual 

and dispersal behavior are products of selection at the group level for self-regulation of 

population size” (West-Eberhard, 1986). In the 1960s the group selection theory was torn to 

pieces by Williams and Maynard Smith. They emphasised that group selection was 

extremely weak and unnecessary, and selfish cheats were its major flaw. We will see further 

in the discussion paragraph, the biological meaning of a cheating behavior within a group of 

individuals and the empirical data related. We will realize that it could be a misleading 

argumentation not only for the species we focused on, but also for any other species in 

nature. Williams considered group adaptations as a rare phenomenon: he talked about 

“fortuitous group benefits” (Okasha, 2006), which origins lie in single individuals, though. 

After William’s and Maynard Smith’s arguments, group selection lost support in the following 

years. The majority accepted the general theoretical framework, but not the empirical 

demonstrations, that’s why mathematical models were constructed. Certainly, Hamilton’s 

theory of kin selection contributed negatively to group selection appeal, as reciprocal altruism 

and evolutionary game theory did, too. Although the rejection of group selection is still 

present in some evolutionary environments, there are neo-group selectionists ready to 

defend their theory. The most famous representatives are D.S. Wilson and E. Sober. They 

presented numerous motivations to convince that group selection exists. Initially, they 

criticised the excessive attention on altruism: altruistic behavior can develop under specific 

and rare conditions, but group selection may operate, however, possibly not against 

individual selection. The rescue behavior we chose as the experimental case of reference 

hints the possibility that the two forces might not be mutually exclusive. Furthermore, 

traditional models of group selection were criticized, since so far groups have been confused 

with demes. These groups are smaller and ecological interactions occur, but because of the 

limited duration, the selfish types do not fix. In addition, there is a periodic blending into the 

global population to avoid this. Modelling correctly the group selection mechanism was also 

a decisive point: kin selection and evolutionary game theory were seen only as further 

versions of group selection. Wilson and Sober applied group selection on cultural evolution 

and they examined also human groups, in which selfish cheats may be diminished due to 

cognitive capacities. In the last paragraph, we will distinguish empathy from pro-sociality and 

we will clarify which concept is appropriate when altruism is analysed in social insects rather 

than in humans. Another important consideration was made on the successful evolution of 

multicelled organisms from single-celled ancestors, even though kinship might have lead the 

transition. Nevertheless, not all evolutionary changes happened because of relatedness and 

one clear example is the result of the symbiotic union between two unrelated prokaryotes, 

when the eukaryotic cell originated. 

1.3 An article to start with 

A recent article will be the starting point of our analysis of the arguments in favour and against 

group selection. On the following pages it will be presented in detail. Furthermore, a 
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supplementary review about social immunity will offer more information. The observations 

and the studies discussed, along with their results are related to a new, interesting, and less 

common aspect in the field of altruistic behaviors. We are already familiar with cooperative 

behaviors regarding hunting, raising of the offspring or systems of predatory warning whether 

in social carnivores or in social insects. So far, only one case related to “cooperative first-

aid” has been examined, which can foster new insights on evolution in general and 

specifically the level on which natural selection acts. Besides the peculiarity of the topic in 

exam, the methods and the experiments of the research are pretty stimulating to analyse in 

detail and finally speculate on the evolutionary side of the question. 

1.4 Purpose of the thesis 

The thesis here has neither the presumption to find out an absolute answer to the question 

“is group selection a valid mechanism to explain adaptation?” nor the intent to support more 

strongly some ideas rather than others. The purpose is to bring new matter into the debate, 

thanks to the research paper, in order to acquire more resources, more knowledge and more 

information about the debate itself and compare two different stances. 

2. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE RESEARCH 

The paper considered is Wound treatment and selective help in a termite-hunting ant (Frank 

ET et al., 2018).  Before going into detail of the research, it is useful to have a rough idea of 

the protagonist Megaponera analis and some characteristics of its behavior. Megaponera 

analis lives in sub-Saharan Africa and belongs to the ponerine group, that is a subfamily of 

ants. It is specialized in hunting and eating only termites from the subfamily Macrotermitinae. 

The hunting-phase starts when a scout, a specific ant of the colony, after an accurate 

investigation, leads a group of 200-600 ants to the termite foraging site, located even up to 

50m away. The ants move tidily in column formation until they reach the destination. 

Afterwards the hunting ground is put under attack: firstly, the majors break the layer of soil 

over the termites, then the minors enter the cracks, kill and carry out the preys. Lastly, the 

majors collect the termite victims in their mandibles. The entire hunting process lasts 

between 5-10 minutes and it is over when the hunting group comes back together to the nest 

in the typical column formation. Obviously, the termite soldiers try to defend their site and 

their colony against the ants, and the fight between the two groups is violent. Therefore, 

many ants who took part to the raid lose parts or entire limbs or they might even have whole 

termites clinging to them. Nest-mates search quite carefully for these handicapped ants, 

helped by the release of pheromones as dimethyl disulphide (DMDS) and dimethyl trisulfide 

(DMTS). After a short time of investigation to understand the seriousness of the injury, a 

nest-mate decides whether the injured ant can be picked up and carried back to the nest, 

enjoying the returning group. As a matter of fact, the heavily injured ones are left there on 

the hunting ground. According to statistics, 32% of the injured ants, die, coming back alone 

to the nest and a third of the minors, who fought harshly during these raids, have lost at least 

one leg in their lives. Incredibly, the capacity of self-rehabilitation is quite efficient: an ant 

who has four or five extremities left after an injury, is able to retake in less than 24h almost 
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the standard gait speed of healthy ants. Moreover nest-mates remove termite soldiers clung 

on the minors, as soon as they return to the nest.  

2.1 Helping injured individuals in a colony 

Saving members is particularly important for the fitness of the whole colony, therefore many 

safety measures for endangered ants tend to be adopted. When an injured individual is 

carried back to the nest, the probability of predation reduces a lot. This caring behavior of a 

healthy ant towards the infirm mate is an example of safety feature. However, it is still to 

understand what detailed consequences of open wounds are, (such as cut limbs), for the 

injured ant and the colony. Generally, open wounds are one of the most frequent cause of 

health risk in animals, more likely if no treatment is made, so it is expected that species that 

are expose to this risk develop a strategy to avoid or reduce this dangerous condition. The 

research was especially focused on the behavioural response of the ant species 

Megaponera analis in case of open wounds not only at the individual level, but also at the 

social level. No treatment increases the probability of getting an infection very rapidly and 

this might have an enormous impact on the colony of social species, whose preys normally 

inflict cuts. Since ants belong to large colonies, composed of a great number of workers in 

which every single individual is very important, a very large population turnover is present. It 

means that we’re dealing with a large colony size and a high birth rate, therefore helping 

injured individuals does not provide a significant advantage, as the replacement of them 

takes place systematically. In addition to that, if individuals suffered mostly from deadly 

injuries, the same helping behavior would give again limited advantage. In Megaponera 

analis, however, this behavior seems to have a considerable advantage for the entire colony. 

The investigation aimed at figuring out what health risks do open wounds represent for 

injured ants and whether any mechanism has developed to reduce these risks at the 

individual and at social level, as well. But the main question was about the rescue decision: 

does it come from the helper or the injured one? 

2.2 Social immune systems 

Since the phase of wound treatment and the behavior towards injured individuals in 

Megaponera analis is going to be presented and discussed in detail, a report about social 

immune systems (Cremer et al., 2007) can be worthwhile. High sociality and group living are 

typical traits of a colony. Although this lifestyle has many advantages compared to a solitary 

one, a major threat cannot be ignored: the risk of disease transmission. The spread of 

infections among the members of a group is very rapid in time and efficient in virulence. In a 

colony, this happens mainly for two reasons: firstly, high density of individuals who have 

frequent and tight relations and, secondly, low genetic variability of the members who are all 

close relatives, therefore, sensitive to the same parasites. In this context, it is expected that 

social groups have evolved a strategy to confront this problem. The following studies we’re 

about to present have shown that social insects do have collective immune defence against 

parasites to protect their colony. Some actions are typical of groups of primates too (of 

course, with differences derived from the morphology and the habitat of the specific group). 

An example is the allogrooming behavior, through which parasites are accurately removed 

from the members. Many operations are purely prophylactic, such as ants which lay tree 
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resin on the nest to prevent bacterial and fungal growth. Other mechanisms of defence are 

activated on demand, such as those of honeybees, which raise together their body 

temperature (the so called “social fever”) to eliminate bacteria in the hive. Whether 

prophylactic or activated on demand, the choice is a matter of collective action or altruistic 

behavior for the safety of the colony. As for other common social activities (foraging and 

brood care), cooperation is the base for preventing, controlling and eliminating parasitic 

infections.  

Reproduction in a colony is a limited feature: only one or a few individuals, the queen and 

her mates, are fertile. The others the workers are sterile. This means, that if the queen has 

been infected by a parasite, the whole colony is in danger and the fitness of the entire society 

as well. All in all, the queen is supposed to have an “immune privilege”, that is a special 

protection, similar to the central nervous system and the germ line in vertebrates. Regardless 

of the species, all social insects are prone to parasite attacks due to their collective lifestyle. 

Parasite transmission is enhanced. Furthermore, ants and termites usually set their nests in 

a defined space for a very long period, therefore the colony generated from a queen can live 

up to a few decades. Sexual maturity of social insect colonies is not immediate, but it takes 

months or even years after queen mating: in the first period, only generations of sterile 

workers are born, then sexual offspring is generated. Most queens are monogamous, and 

monogamy itself reduces a lot the risk of disease transmission between mates, but this is 

not enough to ward off parasites.  

The parasites of a colony are referred to as macroparasites (for example helminth worms 

and arthropods) and microparasites (for example, bacteria, fungi, viruses and some 

protozoa) as well, but not as social parasites, that is social insects which can parasitize 

colonies. Parasites can actively enter the colony or, alternatively, they can be introduced by 

a host individual. In this frame, ‘’vertical’’ means transmission from mother to daughter 

colony, through generations, while ‘’horizontal’’ signifies transmission within and between 

colonies. After entrance, establishment in the nest environment and spread, the parasite 

exits the colony vertically or horizontally to new colonies. The figure below summarizes 

schematically a parasite invasion into social group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Steps of parasite invasion into social groups. 

Current Biology 2007 17, R693-R702DOI: (10.1016/j.cub.2007.06.008) 
Copyright © 2007 Elsevier Ltd Terms and Conditions 
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This serves to highlight that defense mechanisms, besides being prophylactic or activated, 

induce one or more responses: behavioral, genetic, physiological, spatial or morphological.  

Any infection starts with a vertical transmission or the entrance of the parasite into the colony. 

The structure of the nest plays a big role in this first phase, because it is under selection of 

the parasite itself. On one hand, open nests are easily exposed to the external environment, 

directly accessible by pathogens, on the other hand, enclosed nests permit parasites 

entrance through foragers. So, the very first defense should come from the foragers. They 

can simply avoid areas full of parasites and stop intraspecific cannibalism (common in social 

insects) or assume specific behaviors, such as alternate hiding and hitchhiking, according to 

the species. Interestingly, foragers are often the oldest members of the group, as they 

accomplish a risky activity and, if infected, they can be excluded or killed by the guards in 

charge and other workers.   

These first procedures may fail, or the parasite may enter actively or via vertical transmission 

the colony, therefore the following step will be avoiding its establishment in the nest. Hygiene 

is fundamental, especially in long- live species, which would otherwise accumulate excessive 

number of parasites as time goes on. Moreover, soil is itself a den of parasites. 

Antimicrobial substances are self-produced or collected from the environment and used to 

disinfect the nest. In the case of ants, the metapleural gland, located on the thorax, secretes 

acidic compounds against fungal spores and bacteria to protect themselves and also the 

nest. In bees, it seems that efficiency of antimicrobial substances increases with the level of 

sociality. Dead individuals, which remain stagnant in the nest, represent a source of infection. 

Most ants, bees and termites species usually remove corpses from their nests and gather 

them outside in ‘’graveyards’’. Desiccating cadavers eliminates parasites, therefore this is 

done when corpses are exposed to the sun light, where UV rays kill spores, or alternatively, 

when legs are bitten off. Furthermore, waste is constantly removed from the nest, collected 

outside or in small appointed areas within nest. Parasites are better controlled if kept local.  

Despite prevention and several efforts, the parasite may be able to settle in the nest anyway. 

At this point, it is important to avoid the spreading of the infection, whose probability to infect 

healthy individuals is a function of the propagation of the infected particles. Other factors 

need to be considered. First of all, mechanical removal and chemical destruction of the 

parasites are standard procedures in social insects. In ants, allogrooming frequency 

increases with colony size. Rates of contact among members of the colony are limited 

because the more numerous the group is, the more compartmentalisation is present. 

Individuals which belong to the same caste, perform the same task in a specific area of the 

nest from the centre (nurse activity) to the periphery (maintenance activities). This 

organization is the so called “centrifugal polyethism”. Interactions are mostly frequent within 

the same compartment, rather than between compartments. Therefore, infections stay local. 

Old workers are located along the core of the nest as physical barriers to protect nurse 

workers, the brood and of course the queen. In general, in case of infection of individuals 

that are very important for the colony, above all the queen, contacts with individuals 

responsible for hygienic tasks increase. Workers of the garbage area in the periphery do not 

contact other workers: before garbage workers pick up the rubbish, waste is gathered in the 

appointed area. The colony organization was once believed to have evolved for ergonomic 

advantage, but then disease transmission prevailed to explain the described system.  
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Social exclusion of infected individuals becomes the activated response: spatial separation 

by means of walls around ill nestmates, cannibalism, and the ultimate countermeasure, the 

total abandon of the nest of healthy individuals, which leave infected members in the old 

nest or while moving.  

Since members of the same colony share a very similar genetic makeup, it follows that they 

are susceptible approximately to the same parasites. Therefore, genetic diversity should 

increase within the colony as a defence mechanism. Colonies, where the queen has multiple 

mating, or where the brood comes from multiple queens, suffer much less than colonies with 

high relatedness. Offspring from different patrillines develop into different castes and each 

caste has its own immune repertoire. Genetic heterogeneity given by high recombination 

rate in social insects, is mostly positive, but has some crucial downsides. It provides defence 

against one single parasite, but it exposes the whole colony to a wider range of parasites. 

So, the benefit of a high genetic diversity depends very strongly on the conditions where the 

colony has developed. 

The defence against a parasite acts also to avoid spreading towards neighbouring colony or 

daughter colony. Selective pressure in avoiding infection seems to be not so strong in 

horizontal transmission, on the contrary, it is strong in vertical transmission because the 

colony fitness is involved. For example, some antimicrobial substances or venom are laid on 

eggs or brood cells. These can be interpreted as strategies to protect future daughter 

colonies. In addition, we must remind that transgenerational transfer of immunity to the 

offspring has been found in social insects.  

The appropriate defence strategy of a social insect colony is decided by the external parasite 

pressure and the internal status of the colony. The parasite attack triggers a series of steps 

(shown schematically on figure 2 below), in which also rescue priority of the individuals 

counts. Although it is not clear how the single parts interact with one another, the whole 

colony works in synergy and resembles a lot a complex regulatory system of a vertebrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Regulation of the social immune response. 

Current Biology 2007 17, R693-R702DOI: (10.1016/j.cub.2007.06.008) 

Copyright © 2007 Elsevier Ltd Terms and Conditions 
 

Although a collective immune response is assumed to be energetically costly, it is actually 

very difficult to test and there is no literature available on this. But considering what it can be 

reasonable and what it is known so far, infected individuals receive potential benefits when 
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reared within their colony. Extreme and drastic measures, as killing the infected individuals, 

are undertaken only for the survival of the colony. This is not far from what happens in 

vertebrates when single infected cells are killed by natural killer cells during viral infections.  

Costs and benefits of social immunity at both the individual and colony level are part of the 

evolutionary field of the research. Whatever model could be considered, kin selection or 

group selection, social insect colonies are made up of highly related individuals. It could be 

possible that defence mechanisms of social immunity, or part of them, have evolved in 

different contexts in history and only subsequently they’ve become a parasite defence. It is 

also plausible that these mechanisms persist because they are involved in different 

functions, as well. Chemical compounds first evolved for defence and afterwards have been 

used for communication, too. Collective defences might be originated from solitary anti-

parasite defences. When social immunity is very effective compared to individual immunity, 

group defence can occur with higher investment and maintain individual defence with lower 

investment.  

Up to now, all these knowledges are referred to economically important social insects and 

their parasites, like honeybee or parasites used as pest against ants or termites. The insects 

in object have high complex societies and it is still unknown whether the same occurs in 

smaller societies of other species. However, social immune systems evolved in social insect 

colonies act as a barrier against parasites step by step, through prophylactic and activated 

responses and behavioral, spatial and physiological mechanisms. 

3. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

3.1 Experimental design 

The research of wound treatment in Megaponera analis was conducted at the Comoé 

National Park Research Station, in the Comoé National Park located in Ivory Coast. The 

area is a humid savannah woodland. Field observations and experiments were 

accomplished during periods of high raiding activity, that means from January to March and 

July to November 2015, March to April 2016 and April to July 2017 from 07.00-11.00 and 

15.00-18.00. In total, 208 raids of 16 different colonies of M. analis were observed and the 

preys hunted were termites of the genus Pseudocanthotermes. The colony size of the 

excavated colonies was between 900 and 2300 individuals, which is in accordance with 

previous studies. In a group of M. analis it is possible to recognize three types of workers 

because of the morphology. A head size polymorphism allows to distinguish ants into majors, 

minors and intermediates.  

3.2 Field experiments 

Injured individuals were manipulated, so that the focus was on the rescue behavior towards 

them during returning raids. The issue at test was the impact of injury severity (loss of two 

or five legs) on the helper behavior. The experiments were each repeatedly (20 times) 

conducted with at least five colonies per experiment. One returning raid counts as one trial. 

An injured ant (a dummy was also used: this consists of a frozen dead head covered 

generously with a solution of DMDS and DMTS) was displayed circa 1m away from the 
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hunting floor but in front of the return column of ants. The ant for one trial was collected 

during the outward journey and manipulated during the hunting time, while the dummies 

were collected from a raiding party of the same colony at least 24h before the beginning of 

the experiment. Heavily injured ants were artificially created by the random removal of five 

legs with scissors. If legs were not amputated, they were crushed with forceps and they 

result as non-functioning. All nestmates behaviors were recorded, after the column had 

passed nearby the study subject or it was carried. The behavioral reactions of the nestmates 

were classified into 5 categories summarised in the table below: 

 

1) ignored Contact with the study subject lasted less than 2s 

2) investigated The study subject was antennated (more than 2s) 

3) picked up The study subject was completely lifted from the ground 

4) carried back The study subject was carried back for at least 20cm towards the 
nest 

5) carried away The study subject was removed from the return column and away 
from it (not towards the nest) 

 

Only behavior (4) carried back was considered as a successful rescue behavior when 

statistics was done. Time of investigation/antennation was also quantified from the first touch 

of the first helper until the last contact of the last helper.  

To test the behavior of injured ants in proximity/presence of a nestmate, further 

manipulations were made. During the return journey of a raid, a healthy minor was collected 

and two of its legs were randomly cut. Then, these ants were located either in the middle of 

the returning raid column or on the pheromone trail 1m after the return column had gone. 

Uninjured ants were also placed as control. One raid counted as one experiment. The 

running speed of an ant was calculated (cm sˉ¹), the raid column speed, as well. This was 

given from the moment the front of the column moved from the hunting area back to the nest 

and the distance travelled in 82 raids. To evaluate what kind of injury was picked up at the 

hunting ground or during the return journey, all nestmates carrying injured ants were both 

removed from the return column at two points: immediately after leaving the hunting ground 

and as soon as the group arrived at the nest. Statistics was done for eight raids in three 

different colonies. 

3.3 Laboratory experiments 

I) Artificial nests of PVC were made and associated to 1 x 1 m feeding arena, in which 

Macrotermes bellicosus were located and previously collected from the surrounding area. 

These termites were found by scouts. Then the raid phase started. In total six colonies, 

(colony size 1293 ± 543 individuals, queen and brood included) were excavated and put in 

the artificial nests (30 x 20 x 10 cm). Field stations were located inside the laboratory in the 

National Park, where main parameters were maintained as in nature: humidity, temperature 

and day cycle (light cycle). To obtain data about the amount and severity of injured 

individuals, precise screening on every single injured ant was made, independently from the 
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number and type of cut leg. In total, 7240 ants were examined in six colonies, both after 

excavation and returned to the nest.  

II) To understand how injured ants were treated inside the nest by their nestmates, ants were 

manipulated in different ways as the table presents: 

 

Lightly injured Removal of two legs 

Heavily injured Removal of five legs 

Termite bite Major termites soldier encouraged to bite and remained clung on to 
either the thorax or a leg of an ant, all collected in the foraging sites 
nearby the station 

Healthy Control  

 

Individual recognition was made by using some acrylic colour. Each was filmed for the first 

3h inside the laboratory nest. Each trial consisted of the exhibition of the manipulated ant in 

front of the nest entrance after a raid had finished.  

Nestmate reactions were observed and classified into five categories summarised in the 

table: 

 

Antennating The marked ant had a contact with antenna of a nestmate 

Wound grooming Nestmate mouth cleans the open wound 

Allogrooming Nestmate cleans the subject 

Pulling Nestmate pulls on the clinging termite 

Termite  Biting or other actions to the clinging termite 

 

Behaviors were observed and written down in 30 m intervals for the first 3h. The trial was 

considered ‘’ignored’’ if the ant in exam was unobservable for more than 30% of the time. 

This occurred in five cases out of 15 trials with termite clinging on ants, 16 out of 26 with 

lightly injured, 8 out of 17 with heavily injured, and 9 out of 15 with healthy. 

III) To see the value of the treatment received by the injured ants, isolation trials were 

conducted, as well. In these, ants on their way back to the nest were collected and two legs 

of each were randomly cut. For every single experiment, 20 ants were separately filled in 

cylindrical glass containers full of the surface soil from the station taken up to 1 cm. 

Experiments were conducted in complete sterilised conditions and nest humidity was 

accurately recreated in containers. The ant in the container was checked once per hour for 

24h hours. Whether no reaction was visible, even after shaking the container, the ant was 

defined as dead.  

To verify if any nestmate treatment or behaviour could have influence on the injured, this 

was put in front of the entrance of a laboratory colony directly after the raid and the injury. 

Individual recognition was made by using some acrylic colour. The ant was then relocated 

from the nest either after 1 or 12 h to the container for the following 24 h. 

The article reports of course all statistical tools and tests used in detail.  
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4. 

RESULTS 

Concerning field experiments, data of the six excavated colonies show that more ants lost 

only one leg instead of two or more and none was seriously injured. The group of injured 

included almost entirely minors and intermediates.  

Subsequently, the rescue behaviour towards injured individuals was tested. Final data show 

that regarding lightly injured ants, in 45% of the cases (=20 tot) they were carried back during 

the return journey, while only 5% (it means in one case out of 20) of heavily injured ants 

received the same help. Nevertheless, time of investigation must be noticed: heavily injured 

ants received remarkably longer attention, than lightly injured ants. This fact led to consider 

the number of unable legs as the selective mechanism. To prove this hypothesis, some ants 

were manipulated once more, and five legs were disabled with forceps. It was observed that 

although nestmates attempts to pick up the injured ant increased, in a very few cases injured 

ants were actually carried back to the nest. The addition of DMDS and DMTS (the help 

pheromone) on heavily injured ants is decisive: more pick-up attempts and more carriages. 

But, video recordings show no cooperative behaviour between the helper and the injured 

individual: a continuous clumsy rotation on its axis by the injured ant did not allow the helper 

to be effective. This results only in a long investigation without carriage.  

All injuries occurred on the hunting ground, but only 61% of carried ants were picked up 

exactly there, the others were picked up on the way back to the nest. The distinction found 

was about ants with clinging termites, which were almost always picked up on the hunting 

ground and apparent healthy ants or without a limb, which were picked up during the return 

journey. Additionally, a speed analysis was made revealing a significant difference between, 

not only the behaviour of healthy ants compared to lightly injured ants, but also the proximity 

of the individual from the return column. Healthy ants tried to move as fast as the column 

did, while injured ants proceeded very slowly and fell down repeatedly. Both behaved 

differently when left alone on the pheromone trail: as expected, a healthy ant could move at 

a pace speed, but surprisingly an injured ant could increase significantly its speed after the 

return column had passed without helping it. 

Injured ants were definitely antennated more (110%) and intensively groomed at the injury 

than healthy ants within the first hour. Nestmates could lick the wound up to 4 min at a time 

and they held the rest of the cut limb with mandibles and front legs. In the case of ants with 

clinging termite, nestmates first pulled away termite body then, in three cases termite head 

was also removed within 1 h, in two cases within 24 h. Only in one case termite head 

remained stuck to the ant for 2 weeks.  

Allogrooming by nestmates was constant within the 3 h of observation but a bit more 

intensive in the first 30 min. Heavily injured ants were carried outside the nest within the first 

30 min and they did not return, so the trial was considered over. Moreover, in the first 30 min 

lightly injured ants were more intensively licked directly at the wound than heavily injured 

ants. These were continuously removed from the nest and all were found dead in the foraging 

arena within 24 h, hence they were excluded from the entire analysis. 

It was interesting to understand the survival rate due to the treatment. Another experiment 

showed that the treatment provided advantage to lightly injured ants. Ants, which had lost 
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two extremities, were isolated on unsterile soil: within the first 24 h, mortality reached 80%. 

On the contrary, mortality was significantly lower (10%) for ants which were treated in the 

nest by nestmates for 1 or 12 h. At this point, it was important to see, whether the treatment 

avoided infection of the wound. So injured ants were isolated again, but on a sterile soil. Now 

mortality was only 20% in 24 h. To notice that a freshly cut wound clotted in 10 min in these 

conditions, where no interaction was possible. 

5. 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH 

The research investigated the rescue system of injured ants that lost limbs. Carrying the 

injured back to nest is only one part of the rescue system: in this case, of course, predation 

risk is considerably reduced. A second part of the system is the treatment in the nest, that 

aims at reducing mortality. The treatment is differentiated: the helping “triage” is a sort of 

priority among injured individuals. Heavily injured ants receive no treatment through a 

passive decision that acts as mechanism. Finally, proximity of nestmates is a factor that 

changes injured ants behavior.  

The outcomes of each experiment and the whole mechanism of wound treatment suggest 

the importance of a single injured individual within a social species. This kind of rescue 

system might be evaluated at the social level and at the individual level as well. These 

adaptations probably occurred because in Megaponera analis, and other species that hunt 

preys as termites, the entire colony is exposed to such a high level of risk, that different 

forces act simultaneously to preserve the existence of the colony itself. The phases of the 

rescue system and the following treatment of the injured individuals might represent a crucial 

defensive weapon, one of the strongest of this species. Each phase is well-organized and 

efficient, as the experiments confirmed, so it is compelling to look for an evolutionary 

explanation that tackles the ultimate causes of this behavior. It allows us to consider different 

levels of selection, and the relevance of each to the other.  

According to the experiments’ calculations, the major percentage of injured individuals (21%) 

belongs to the group of ants that takes active part into the raiding party. This might be due 

to a couple of causes: age polyethism and its consequent high-fidelity division of work. Both 

are two very common features in many social insect colonies and it results in older individuals 

going out to forage and eventually being injured, while youngsters remain in the nest 

performing other less risky tasks. This is the first evidence of cooperation, that might be quite 

reasonably assumed as a group trait at first sight. A colony, where this task division fails 

somehow, may lead to the disappearance of all its members, since each one is linked to one 

or more, creating a sort of “biological net”. The dependence of an individual to another goes 

beyond the differential reproductive ability that only some members of the colony have, 

whereas some others are sterile. The research shows this by exploring a kind of altruism 

applied to healthcare, whereas till now the discussion was limited to the field of reproduction 

when sterility appears. In this case, the extension of altruism might be tricky or incomplete, 

but acceptable. The cooperation between injured ants and rescuer is pheromone-dependent 

and this strongly suggests that it could be a form of exaptation (as mentioned previously in 

chapter 2.2 “Social immune systems”) then maintained because particularly advantageous 
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for the colony. However, this does not exclude that initially the pheromones had a different 

function and it was an individual trait which benefitted from recognition or communication of 

conspecifics. Then the fixation of this trait occurred, since costs were minimal compared to 

advantages. Moreover, these chemical compounds might have represented an 

advantageous trait in the single individual, and even more advantageous for the colony: it 

seems that it has become a powerful group trait. This hypothesis is actually plausible for a 

variety of current peculiarities in the animal kingdom. The experiments suggest that the 

cooperation level between an injured ant and its rescuer determines what will be a successful 

result or only an attempt. We could suppose that this mechanism might have evolved 

because the interaction between the two subjects requires a minimum effort from both but 

leads to a maximum result for the whole colony, since the probability to lose members 

declines. Similar behaviors might be considered group traits, or at least colony traits.  

As the unconscious behavior of the heavily injured ant defines the helper response, and not 

vice versa, we can assume that kin selection should be the mechanism at play. Previous 

studies excluded empathy or cognition as driving factors in the evolution of prosocial insects. 

These two abilities seem to be crucial as regards the evolution of a trait at the level of group 

selection. Wilson and Sober had already realized that group selection was easier to be 

intended and exemplified in humans for their cognitive capacities, rather than in all other 

species. Although we do not expect ants to have cognition, it might be difficult to conceive 

pro-sociality without empathy from the anthropomorphic point of view, especially concerning 

help behavior. Empathy is “the capacity to recognize and share feelings experienced by 

another individual” (Vasconcelos et al., 2012) while pro-sociality is “the tendency to behave 

so as to benefit another individual” (Vasconcelos et al., 2012). Even if another paper 

(Vasconcelos et al., 2012) presented focused experiments, evidence for empathy remains 

unpersuasive. In fact, empathy occurs when “the agent relies on a cognitive or emotional 

representation of someone else’s internal state” (Vasconcelos et al., 2012) and so far, it is 

unproven outside humans. The interpretation of such caring behaviors in social insects and 

other vertebrates belongs to comparative cognition analysis, which admits problems when it 

comes to establish what conditions are associated with mental states as causes of specific 

behaviors. It must be noticed that the intention to improve the victim’s state is often mistaken 

for the action of terminating stress signals, which can be purely selfish and has no correlation 

with empathy. Therefore, excluding empathy, ants respond actively to a conspecific’s 

condition performing a rescue behavior because of pro-sociality. Furthermore, a prosocial 

behavior is preferentially directed to related individuals rather than unrelated individuals, as 

exclusively nest-mates are rescued, or in Megaponera analis, at least investigated. This 

leads to consider every pro-social behavior in terms of direct or indirect reproductive benefits. 

Heavily injured ants firstly release the pheromone as a signal and secondly, they try to stand 

up autonomously. The severe injury made them behave so clumsy, that the helper cannot 

effectively pick it up and carry it to the nest, after antennating. This reveals that efforts by the 

helper are directed only towards lightly injured ants, which have more possibilities to be 

efficient for the colony in the future. The uncooperativeness is not cheating, as it could be 

intuitively thought, first of all because these individuals are injured in a sever way and 

secondly because a “failure” in cooperation does not mean always cheating. In nature, 

however, too many behaviors are classified as cheating, but real cheating is actually rarer 
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than we could think. Cheaters are “genotypes that gain a selective advantage by taking the 

benefits of the social contributions of others while avoiding the cost of cooperating” (Riehl 

and Frederickson, 2016). Societies evolved because cooperative interactions were favoured 

over selfish behaviors, and if cheating was an adaptive strategy that increased the fitness of 

cheaters, then cheating would have reduced the fitness of cooperative individuals. This is 

not supported by empirical data, since uncooperative individuals have generally lower 

fitness. Furthermore, when cheating is considered adaptive, it is limited by negative 

frequency-dependent selection and the effect is limiting the optimal group size. 

Cooperation is widespread over many taxa in nature, and it is surprising when it cannot be 

explained by kin selection. Nevertheless, cooperation exists also among unrelated 

individuals. The explanation is provided by Game theory. Before the 1960s, “cooperation 

was always considered adaptive” (Riehl and Frederickson, 2016), according to Axelrod and 

Hamilton, because of a misguided group-selection approach. They presented the Prisoner’s 

Dilemma game, in which individuals always obtain a benefit from defecting rather than 

cooperating, although mutual cooperation provides higher benefits than mutual defection. 

Now the influence of this reasoning leads to the uncertain evolutionary stability of 

cooperation between non-relatives. Is their cooperation an exchange of services and 

resources, mutual medication included, maintained by reciprocity, or is it just the natural 

selective mechanism? So far, it has been hard to find examples of cooperation in animal 

societies, where kin are not involved. Immediate benefits seem to favour the cooperation 

between non-relatives, though (Clutton-Brock, 2009). However, cooperation at all levels 

seems to be condition-dependent: better environmental, morphological, or physiological 

conditions made individuals invest more in cooperation. 

The wound treatment of Megaponera analis consists of an intense licking and grooming by 

the nestmate in the nest. Debris and dirt are removed to sterilise the cut and antimicrobial 

substances are supposed to be laid (not tested yet). This medical procedure is interpreted 

as prophylactic rather than reactionary, because an infection should not have broken out yet 

in the ant after few minutes from the injury. In addition to that, wound clotting is quite fast 

(within 10 minutes), and this supports the importance of reducing the infection risk both the 

level of the colony and at the individual. As it was remarked in one famous article (Nowak et 

al., 2010) some ant species and eusocial insects in general, are subject to forces that reduce 

the kinship level, since genetic-variability is the condition by which disease resistance is 

enhanced. It is considered colony-level selection. The disruptive impact of nepotism and the 

negative effects of inbreeding act for the same purpose too. According to this view, the 

relatedness is not enough to rely so undoubtedly on inclusive fitness, which has always been 

thought true in all cases in nature, but it only provides understanding of empirical data that 

have not been explained by a proper model of population genetics. The alternative theory 

posited for the evolution of eusociality lists the steps to the formation of a group. The most 

revolutionary objection was that relatedness is a consequence of the offspring as non-

reproductive workers accumulation, not a cause, while inclusive fitness has always been 

considered the most unquestionable evidence of eusociality. Moreover, many pre-

adaptations, which favour the eusocial lifestyle, are typical in Hymenoptera, such as labour-

division and provisioning. These traits are very likely part of a pre-existing behavioural 

ground that end up in eusociality. It is also convenient in our debate to notice that life-cycles 
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and caste systems of eusocial species are determined by between-colony selection. Most 

importantly, the defence against enemies, parasites predators and rival colonies too are the 

key elements in the origins of eusociality.  

Other apparent moderate stances (Hughes et al., 2008) supported the theory that a 

combination of direct advantages from altruism and close relatedness between members 

favoured the eusociality evolution. These groups show high relatedness because of a 

delayed dispersal of offspring, and if relatedness is not as high as we expected, direct 

benefits drove the generation of eusociality. Here, another approach was used to understand 

the evolutionary role of kin selection and its inclusive fitness. The ancient female mating 

frequencies were reconstructed through phylogeny of Hymenoptera. The conclusion was 

that present polyandry is derived, and monandry was the ancestral state, which evolved 

concurrently with eusociality in a strong association. Eventually kin selection was again 

predominant over other attempts to explain the eusociality origins. 

 

Although the debate seems to tend towards individual selection, group selection has not 

been totally cancelled. A small subset of empirical data fits quite well the group selection 

theory, or at least they are acceptable from both points of view. Some behaviors concerning 

cooperation might be clearer if group selection is involved but referred to humans. The 

conclusive impression of this stimulating topic is that regardless any position a biologist can 

support, the continuous research of arguments fosters new knowledge: new discoveries are 

made through the contribution of a wide range of scientific branches. 
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